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implementing certain high PEEP values as reported in the
study by Simon et al.1 may be faced with technical difficulties, because widely used anesthesia machines (e.g., Draeger
Apollo) cannot achieve PEEP levels beyond 20 cm H2O.
So, should we attempt using PEEP levels greater than 10
to 12 cm H2O for obese surgical patients? It is not yet clear.
The findings by Simon et al.1 have several limitations that currently prevent introduction of this approach to clinical practice.
First, although electrical impedance tomography data confirmed greater ventilation of dorsal lung regions and this can
explain higher oxygenation, it is not a clinical tool routinely
available at the bedside. Second, Simon et al.1 only explored
ventilation distribution at the third/fourth intercostal space
level, which may not be representative of the global lung ventilation distribution or even the lung bases that are more at risk
of atelectasis. Third, electrical impedance tomography-guided
individualized PEEP was associated with greater oxygenation,
suggesting a better ventilation-perfusion matching, compared
to fixed PEEP, but multiple studies have shown that this is a
temporary physiologic outcome that disappears after tracheal
extubation. To some extent, a focus on intraoperative oxygenation is obsolete and no longer sufficient to be promoted as an
outcome, by itself, in any ventilatory approach. Instead, we must
confirm that individualized PEEP improves relevant clinical
outcomes beyond purely physiologic parameters before its routine use can be recommended. A higher PEEP may optimize
respiratory system mechanics, but it may simultaneously pose
a cardiocirculatory challenge. In this and other studies, patients
receiving higher PEEP may be more likely to have bradycardic
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impedance tomography-guided PEEP level that was then
maintained throughout surgery (individualized PEEP; n =
25). The secondary analysis1 found that electrical impedance tomography-guided PEEP resulted in greater oxygenation (Pao2/ Fio2) before extubation, better intraoperative
respiratory system mechanics (lower median driving pressure, greater respiratory system dynamic compliance), and
greater tidal volume redistribution to the dependent areas
of the lung, compared to both PEEP 4 to 5 cm H2O and
PEEP 12 cm H2O patients.
The observed PEEP levels that produced the most
homogeneous ventilation (lowest regional ventilatory delay
index by electrical impedance tomography) are remarkable:
the median PEEP was 18 cm H2O (interquartile range, 16
to 22 cm H2O) with a range from 10 to 26 cm H2O. These
values are quite similar to the optimal electrical impedance
tomography-guided PEEP (means ± SD) of 15 ± 1 cm H2O
(range, 13 to 17 cm H2O) found by Erlandsson et al.6 during
laparoscopic gastric bypass. In contrast to obese patients,1,6
optimal respiratory system mechanics were achieved with
lower PEEP (median [interquartile range], 10 [8 to 15] cm
H2O; range, 2 to 20 cm H2O) in nonobese patients undergoing abdominal surgery.7 Of note, the optimal PEEP
observed by Simon et al.1 in obese patients was higher than
in the PROBESE PEEP 12 cm H2O group.4 It remains
unknown whether the lack of improved clinical outcomes
in the PROBESE PEEP 12 cm H2O group could be related
to the possibility that PEEP 12 cm H2O was inadequate to
achieve an “optimal PEEP” in some patients. Furthermore,

Fig. 1. Techniques used for intraoperative positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) optimization. Plateau Paw, plateau airway pressure; VT,
tidal volume.
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or hypotensive episodes or require higher fluid infusion rates or
vasopressor doses.1,4 Excessive PEEP may also induce inhomogeneous alveolar overdistention, which could lead to increased
alveolar capillary permeability and lung edema.8 The use of
very high PEEP and its interplay with the tidal volume may
overcome the physiologic limits of lung expansion, lose the
intended “lung protection” effect, and instead become harmful.9 Therefore, short-term benefits (e.g., improved oxygenation)
related to management with individualized PEEP may be offset
by adverse postoperative outcomes.
The study presented by Simon et al.1 takes us a step forward on the long road of understanding PEEP selection
to improve intraoperative respiratory mechanics and oxygenation in obese patients. Unfortunately, the key question remains unanswered: how to select the physiologically
sound PEEP as part of protective ventilatory strategy that
improves postoperative pulmonary outcomes. This ventilation should be achieved without negatively affecting
intraoperative hemodynamics and with resources widely
available to anesthesia providers in the operating room.
Future clinical trials on obese patients will be required to
address the complex interaction between optimal intraoperative PEEP and reduction of postoperative pulmonary
complications. For now, Simon et al.1 have shown that individualized electrical impedance tomography-guided high
levels of PEEP were associated with better intraoperative
respiratory mechanics and oxygenation in the obese patients
undergoing laparoscopic abdominal surgery included in
their study. We believe that very high PEEP levels, as used
for some patients in the Simon et al.1 study, should not be
routinely implemented in clinical practice before we obtain
more definitive evidence that this ventilation approach is
associated with improved pulmonary outcomes.

